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ABSTRACT
KOLLIPARA, NAGASRI. M.S.Egr., Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State University, 2018. Control and Optimization of Power in LLC Converter Using Phase Control.

LLC resonant converters are popular among resonant topologies due to their high efficiency and ability to achieve ZVS and ZCS for wide input range. LLC resonant converters
are controlled by frequency modulation (FM), which makes converter difficult to optimize
the system in terms of achieving efficient power conversion. FM technique also generate
wide range of harmonics which leads to a wide sweep in operating frequency, which can
run into regulatory EMI test limits and cause electromagnetic compatibility issues. The performance of LLC topology extends to their poor efficiency at lighter loads, due to constant
high magnetization current. In order to increase maximum power efficiency conversion,
there is a necessity maintaining fixed frequency which indeed generates high EMI issues
at heavy loads. These limitations can be dramatically improved by Phase Shift Modulation
(PSM) technique which is investigated in this thesis. PSM controlled technique is expected
to not only improve the power supply efficiency at lighter loads. In this thesis, characteristics of LLC converter using phase control is analyzed systematically and compared with
conventional frequency modulation technique. Using SIMPLIS simulations, PSM and FM
techniques are compared and efficiencies are recorded. At higher loads, both FM and PSM
controlled techniques exhibit maximum efficiency of 94.86 %. The maximum efficiency
of PSM LLC converter is observed at 97.47 %. At lighter load conditions, efficiency of
PSM LLC converter is observed as 91.66 % and FM LLC converter as 82.8 %. From simulation results, PSM technique has more controlled resonant tank currents with controlled
conduction losses than conventional FM driven converter.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

In modern electronics, power electronics is the key concept for designing various switching
applications due to their high efficiency, great quality, and reliability. Switching regulators
play a very important role in designing high power, frequency application systems due to
controlled component stresses across the components. At high frequencies, the dynamic
characteristics of a switching converter can be achieved very fast. DC-DC converters are
very advantageous to convert DC input to desired regulated DC output. Switch mode power
supplies are mainly categorized to Pulse Width regulated (PWM) DC-DC converters and
resonant converters [15].

1.2

DC-DC Converter Topologies

PWM and resonant switching networks can be used in high voltage and power applications
because of their high efficiency conversion and small size. PWM DC-DC topologies are
widely useful in many switching applications because of their flexibility of operation for
both high or low output voltage compared to input voltage [15]. PWM DC-DC converter
uses rectangular pulse input which is rectified and filtered to generate a regulated DC output. PWM converters are commercially successful due to many factors like fewer circuit
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components, desired output, constant frequency operation and high efficiency which can be
achieved by variable input duty cycle.However, PWM converters suffer from ON and OFF
state losses across the power components due to rectangular pulse input. This is mainly
due to the switching operation power switch to withstand the entire load current during
ON and OFF states which in-turn causes a very high component loss and overall power
losses. The stress across the components eventually increase with increasing switching
frequency. These hard switching conditions cause application limitations at high operating
frequency because of large dv/dt and di/dt which results in electromagnetic interference
(EMI) issues [15][23]. As the operating frequency increase, converter observes a reduction
in efficiency due to high power dissipation which eventually destroys power switches. The
viable solution to control these transient side effects is by adding snubber circuit to power
converters to make switching transition soft and smooth. By implementing soft-switching
technique, it is possible to make voltage or current across the switch to zero to for smooth
transitions.
Resonant converters gained more attention than conventional PWM converters due to
their capability to achieve soft- switching for the power switching components [26]. Softswitching can be referred in two ways Zero Voltage Switching and Zero Current Switching
where waveforms of voltage and current across the switch are forced to zero during transition. By incorporating the soft-switching technique, it not only reduces the switching losses
but also, improves the efficiency conversion and high power density. The current or voltage
switching waveforms of resonant power converters are same as conventional PWM converter but are much smoother due to soft-switching technique and therefore resonant power
converters exhibit much lower electromagnetic interference (EMI) and are well suited in
applications where data integrity is a great importance [23]. However, resonant converters
suffer from high peak values of current and/or voltage which results in high conduction
losses and high V-I ratings across the switch [23]. Resonant Power Converters (RPC) are
categorized based on operating frequency, conduction mode, and soft-switching technique
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[26]. With varying switching frequency below or above the resonance, resonant converters
can be optimized to operate in either Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM) or Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM). Detailed analysis of resonant converters is described in
Chapter 2.

1.3

Modulation Techniques For Power Converters

Hard switching technique is the simplest switching which uses a minimum number of
power components in the circuit. It reduces the complexity, cost and power losses across
the circuit. When operating a circuit with a frequency far away from the resonant frequency,
the circuit is more suitable to achieve low output impedance and the output voltage can be
load independent. However, one biggest challenge in hard switching is electromagnetic
noise and problem is more exaggerated in hard switching because of short time switching
transition expectations. As the frequency increases, the frequency of noise increases and
it would be very challenging to control noise. The above stated factors can overcome by
adding an additional power component to soften the waveforms. By doing this, we are
able to achieve soft and smooth voltage or current waveforms. In conventional PWM and
resonant power converters, converters are typically operated at a fixed switching frequency.
Choosing a right switching technique is always important to achieve good efficiency and
controlled switching stresses [24].
The operating mode of resonant power converters can be categorized based on the
switching frequency, conduction mode and the ability to achieve soft-switching conditions
for a wide range of input [25]. The strategy of the resonant power converter (RPC) operation is different from the operation strategy of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique.
The main concept of frequency modulated resonant power converter is by varying the frequency of the switching network to control and regulate the output voltage to achieve the
desired load levels. In frequency modulated converters, the output voltage across the con-
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verter is always constant for any given condition. How ever, in resonant power converters
tank circuit response must be inductive to achieve soft switching for all switching conditions. So, Switching frequency has to be guarded and limited to lower and higher switching
frequencies to achieve full-fledged ZVS condition throughout the operation. So, the threshold operating frequency of converter should be either minimum or maximum value of operating switching frequency [25]. The operation of the resonant power converter using the
variable duty cycle or frequency makes it difficult to optimize efficiency conversion in the
system and low EMI. To maximize the power efficiency conversion, fixed frequency need
to be maintained necessarily which generate high EMI issues at heavy loads. When switching frequency increases, the rate of du/dt go fast and transitioning across devices will be
severe which results in high EMI. Most of EMI filter uses passive power components like
an inductor or capacitor. When a converter is operated at a very switching frequency, the
characteristics of passive components is not enough to control and reduce EMI [27]. Hard
switch topology has very difficult EMI behavior due to high dv/dt and high di/dt during
switching transitions. At high power levels, large filters are needed to substantiate differential noise. Filter needs to be chosen with low impedance at line frequency whereas high
impedance is chosen at noise frequency[9].

1.4

Research Motivation

As a part of thesis research, we will be designing a new phase modulated LLC resonant
converter and the following scenarios can be assessed.
• Analyzing existing frequency modulated ZVS topologies using a full bridge converter. It can be extended to understand the dead-time transition, switching losses,
conduction losses and efficiency calculation.
• The amplitude of sine wave (First Harmonic Approximation) as a function of phase
involving Vin .
4

• Analysis and design of phase modulated full bridge LLC converter. The following is
covered as a part of research– Selection and calculation of components for design topology.
– Finding the optimal switching frequency to achieve stabilized output voltage
with high efficiency.
– Analysis of circuit behavior during switching transition (ON and OFF).
– the amplitude of sine wave (FHA) as a function of phase involving Vin .
– Simulations to analyze the impact of Magnetizing current (Im ) at different
phases (30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ and 180◦ ).
– Simulations to understand and calculate the switching losses, conduction losses,
and output power.
– Efficiency calculation at different loads (No load and heavy load).
• Efficiency comparison with Frequency modulated (FM) LLC and Phase Shift modulated (PSM) LLC.

1.5

Thesis Summary

• In chapter 2, general topologies of the resonant power converter are studied. Conventional LLC converter methodology is analyzed using frequency modulation. Simulations have been performed at different switching frequencies and current waveforms
have been recorded for fixed load resistance.
• In chapter 3, the proposed Phase shift modulated LLC resonant converter is designed.Simulations have been performed at different phases to understand the ZVS
condition and current waveforms across resonant tank are recorded using SIMPLIS.
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• In chapter 4, design parameters of phase controlled full bridge LLC resonant converter is calculated. Output current, output voltage and output power waveforms for
frequency modulated and phase shift modulated LLC converter is recorded using
SIMPLIS and compared based on theoretical values.
• In chapter 5, efficiency calculations for both frequency modulated and phase shift
modulated LLC circuit are plotted and losses are compared.
• In chapter 6, SIMPLIS results are evaluated for maximum and peak efficiency values.This chapter explains how EMI issue is resolved and future scope has been added
to investigate limitations of the phase shift modulated circuit to achieve a wide range
of input.

6

Resonant Power Converters
In conventional PWM converters, switches are operated based on transferring the entire
load current during ON and OFF switching states. This generates high amounts of switching and power losses which compromises the efficiency conversion ratio. The output voltage of a switching converter is varied by changing the input duty cycle of power switches.
At lower switching frequencies, switching and power losses may not show a great impact. But at higher switching frequencies, PWM converters limit their usefulness which
could significantly affect the performance of a system due to uncontrolled switching losses
because of the increased size of magnetic components and filters which may eventually
destroy the switching circuit. Another drawback observed in conventional PWM converter
is the high amount of EMI due to high dv/dt and di/dt factors because of the involvement
of lossy snubbers [22]. To overcome the above-mentioned problems, the viable solution
observed is to adopt the soft-switching technique. This can be achieved by zero voltage
switching and/or zero current switching where voltage/current is passed through zero point
during the dead-time of switching transition. The general schematics of resonant power
converter topology can be seen in figure 2.1. Resonant topologies mainly categorized into
Series Resonant Converter(SRC) where resonant tank components are connected in series,
Parallel Resonant Converter (PRC) and Series-Parallel Resonant Converter (SPRC) which
is a series and parallel combination of power components [16][23] as shown in figure 2.3.

7

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of resonant power converter

2.1

Understanding ZVS and ZCS Conditions

When operating a circuit with a frequency far away from the resonant frequency, the circuit is more suitable to achieve low output impedance and the output voltage can be load
independent. As the frequency increases, the frequency of noise increases and it would be
very challenging to control noise in hard switching technique [24]. The soft-switching is
achieved by adding additional power component to a regular conventional circuit to soften
the current or voltage waveforms. The comparison of switching transition using hardswitching and soft-switching is seen in figure 2.2. The soft-switching is characterized into
two types as Zero voltage Switching (ZVS) and secondly Zero Current Switching (ZCS).
In order to eliminate switching losses virtually, most of the circuits have to be operated in
either ZVS or ZCS mode. ZVS helps circuit to minimize and reduce the turn-on losses
whereas ZCS helps circuit to minimize the turn-off losses allowing the circuit to be useful
at higher frequencies by controlling the filter components which eventually results in reducing switching stresses and EMI issues [3]. Switching stresses, EMI issue, and size of
components are prominent factors to decide a topology for driving any power circuits. One
such a topology is resonant power converters.

8

(a) Hard switching

(b) Soft switching

Figure 2.2: Comparison of hard switching to soft switching.

2.2

Resonant Converter Topologies

Resonant power converters are mainly used in high-frequency power applications due to
their capability of achieving soft-switching behavior which includes ZVS and ZCS ability.
To achieve the soft-switching behavior, a resonant tank is added to conventional PWM converters which allows switching circuit transitions based on ZCS or ZVS conditions. Power
components such inductor or capacitor can be added either in series or parallel to form
as a tank circuit in the conventional switching circuit. Due to high-frequency operation,
component sizes can be reduced thus improving the power density of converter. Compared
to conventional PWM converters, resonant converters exhibit controlled switching losses
and improved efficiency. Resonant converters are traditionally classified into Series Resonant Converters (SRC), Parallel Resonant Converters (PRC) and Series-Parallel Resonant
Converters (SPRC). The passive components in the tank circuit process energy and transfer
entire energy to load at different switching intervals. The in-detailed behavior of ZVS and
ZCS conditions can be studied by selecting one of the resonant power converter topologies
9

[3][4].

2.2.1

Series Resonant Power Converter

Series Resonant Converter (SRC) is operated with the help of a capacitive output filter. In
SRC, the converter exhibits a very high efficiency from full load to light load conditions.
By changing the input frequency, the impedance across the resonant tank keeps changing
which limits the DC voltage gain to be always less than 1 [3]. So, SRC requires many
iterations to choose a switching frequency to generate regulated output and, capacitor filter
needs to be large enough to handle output ripple current in low voltage applications. Series
combination of tank circuit components acts as a band pass filter allowing switching frequency very near to resonant frequency. By varying switching frequency, different voltage
levels can be achieved [4]. At a resonant frequency, the input impedance across the resonant tank is negligibly small which results in the transfer of all the input voltage to load.
Due to the limited capability of achieving no load regulation at a wider range of frequencies, the maximum gain is achieved only at a resonant frequency. This can be overcome by
using a parallel resonant converter circuit [3][4] [16] .

2.2.2

Parallel Resonant Converter

Parallel Resonant Converter (PRC) uses an inductive output filter. Unlike SR converters,
PR converters don’t need wide variation in input operating frequency to regulate the load
voltage. Also, PRC is very useful in low voltage applications because of the requirement
of ripple current and output inductance to filter capacitor. The output of PRC is sinusoidal
when quality factor QL is large and operating frequency fs is very near to resonant frequency fr . In PRC, circulating current across resonant tank is independent of the load at
full load conditions. Also, PRC suffers from fixed device current which doesn’t reduce
with load current which makes them inefficient at reduced load current conditions because
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of DC short circuit and voltage across tank appears across the resonant inductor and eventually current across resonant is limited by the impedance of tank circuit [3] [4] [16].

(a) Series resonant tank

(b) Parallel resonant tank

(c) Series-Parallel resonant tank

Figure 2.3: Tank circuit of series, parallel and series-parallel converter.

2.2.3

Series-Parallel Resonant Converter

Series-Parallel Resonant Converter (SPRC) is the combination of the series converter by
cascading additional inductor/capacitor either side of a transformer (primary or secondary).
At a full load conditions, SPRC acts as SRC whereas, at light load conditions SPRC behaves as PRC. SPRC topology addresses all existing limitations of SRC and PRC such as
no load regulation in SRC and fixed device current in PRC. SPRC switching topology can
have multiple combinations of power components in series and parallel like L-L-C, L-C-C
and L-L-C-C combinations. Due to the existence of multiple power combinations, there
would always be a different frequencies determined by resonant components. Because of
the presence of third order tank circuit in SPRC, this topology is not suitable for all type of
applications which eventually increases complexity of the overall circuit. Tank circuit ex11

hibits different frequencies based on the selection of resonant components which are given
by frH in equation 2.1 and frL in equation 2.2. Also, SPRC has a limited adaptability to
operate for both short and open circuit operations [4][16]. To understand the performance
of resonant converters for a wide range of applications, L-L-C combination is selected as a
part of thesis study. The ZVS condition is achieved by operating the switching frequency
above resonance. By comparing the DC characteristics and operating region, SPRC shows
superior characteristics compared to SRC and PRC. However, SPRC is no exception in
generating high switching and conduction losses for a wider range of input voltage making them not useful for wide-range input applications. In order to achieve high switching
frequency and higher efficiency, LLC resonant converters are chosen to control the high
circulating energy at a wide input range [19].

2.3

LLC Resonant Power Converters

In resonant converters, voltage across the load is regulated by varying the switching frequency. With variable frequency operation, some major challenges need to be addressed
such as switching below resonance, at resonance and above resonance conditions. If the
circuit is operated at below resonance, reduced switching frequency has to be very low
at light load conditions. Choosing and operating a frequency much below the resonance,
makes the converter to operate in discontinuous mode (DCM). This results in increased
size of power components which makes the converter lossier and more expensive to manufacture. If circuit is operated at above resonance, the high switching frequency is required
to meet light load conditions [19]. Operating a converter at a frequency much above resonance results in increased conduction losses, core losses, switching losses and loss among
the resonant components which makes circuit difficult to design control circuit. To overcome the complications of losses and efficiency, converter circuit has to be operated at a
resonance. Operating at a frequency higher than the resonance frequency corresponding to
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the maximum load would result in achieving high efficiency for all load conditions.
From previous understanding, SPRC have different resonant frequencies based on the
number of resonant components. Similarly, LLC resonant converters also exhibit two resonant frequencies as tank circuit consists of a combination of one capacitor and two inductor components. Highest resonant frequency can be determined by the series combination
of series resonant capacitor (Cr ) and inductor (Lr ) connected in series. Lowest resonant
frequency is calculated by the resonant capacitor (Cr ) and equivalence of series resonant
inductor (Lr ) and coupled resonant (parallel) inductor (Lm ). The voltage gain of LLC
resonant circuit is shown in figure 2.3 [19]. To understand the operation and functional
characteristics of LLC resonant converter with a full bridge switching circuit is chosen
as input to resonant tank. The LLC resonant converter with full bridge switching circuit
shown in figure 2.5 has bi-directional MOSFET’s Q1 , Q2 , Q3 and Q4 . These switches are
operated with a non-overlapping pulses with a phase shift of 180◦ .

2.3.1

LLC Resonant Converter - Operation

The highest resonant peak is observed at series LC circuit and is given by equation 2.1 and
low resonant frequency is given by equation 2.2.
1
√
2π Lr Cr

(2.1)

1
p
2π (Lr + Lm )Cr

(2.2)

frH =

frL =
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Figure 2.4: Gain plot LLC converter operated using frequency modulation.

2.3.2

Circuit Operation

LLC converter shown in figure 2.5 has a full bridge switching circuit on the input side of
LLC tank and full bridge rectifier as an output of tank circuit. To understand the LLC
resonant stage analysis, the full-bridge switching circuit is integrated on the primary side
of LLC tank circuit and full-bridge rectifier bridge is integrated on the secondary side of a
resonant tank circuit [18]. This full bridge topology allows switching network to transition
with ZVS condition resulting in minimal switching losses and high efficiencies [1][11]. The
key switching waveforms of LLC converter is shown in figure 2.6. The proposed topology
is expected to deliver a wide range of soft-switching by maintaining the maximum duty
cycle and minimizing circulating current in the resonant network. Full bridge switching
circuit generates a square voltage which acts as an input voltage to excite the LLC resonant tank circuit and generates a sinusoidal voltage. The voltage or current is scaled by a
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Figure 2.5: Full bridge LLC resonant power converter.

transformer and rectified by full bridge rectifier circuit. The filter capacitor is used on the
secondary side of the full bridge rectifier to rectify ac current and generate DC voltage. The
overall gain of the entire circuit is given by multiplying the gain of switching circuit and
resonant tank with transformer’s turns ratio. The voltage gain of a full bridge switching
circuit is always unity [1]. The equivalent circuit of the resonant circuit is given by figure
2.7.
The load resistance reflected on the resonant tank output shown in figure 2.7 is given
by equation 2.3. RL is load resistance of converter and Np and Ns are equal for ideal
transformer

Rac =

8 Np2
. .RL
π 2 Ns2

(2.3)

Quality factor (Q) of the resonant tank should be carefully chosen based on DC voltage
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(a) Above resonance

(b) Below resonance

Figure 2.6: Key switching waveforms of a LLC resonant converter.

Figure 2.7: Equivalent circuit of LLC resonant tank.
gain requirements at full load condition. Quality factor (Q) of a resonant tank is given by
q

Lr
Cr

Q=
Rac
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(2.4)

Normalized switching frequency is given by the ratio of switching frequency (fS ) to
resonant frequency (fr ) and primary side inductance over resonant inductance ratio is given
by equations 2.5 and 2.6
fs
fr

(2.5)

Lr + Lm
Lr

(2.6)

fn =

k=

The ratio factor k has to be precisely selective since the circuit behaves very sensitive
if k falls below DC voltage gain. Selecting low magnetization inductance results in lower
value of k resulting in high magnetization current which eventually increases transformer
losses and MOSFET’s turnoff losses. So, ratio factor k enact as a correlation factor between
frequency and required DC voltage gain [8]. In order to attain ZVS condition, inductive
circuit operation must be maintained which means switching frequency has to be greater
than the resonant frequency. To make circuit inductive, to achieve ZVS condition, the
circuit can be operated on the right-hand side of highest resonant frequency (frH ) for higher
loads. Whereas for lighter loads, the circuit has to be operated on the right-hand side of
lowest resonant frequency (frL ). Failing to maintain these condition results in capacitive
circuit operation which makes topology difficult to achieve ZVS point [1][16][19]. The
gain equation of the resonant tank is given by equation 2.7.

M=

fn2 (k − 1)
Vo−ac
=p
Vin−ac
(k.fn2 − 1)2 + fn2 .(fn2 − 1)2 .(k − 1)2 .Q2

(2.7)

From figure 2.3, low quality factor Q is observed at lighter load conditions and high Q
for heavier loads. In order to maintain ZVS condition for entire input voltage range, circuit
has to be operated in the inductive region. If the circuit is maintained in the capacitive
region, current leads voltage which results in the reverse flow of current in MOSFET even
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before MOSFET turnoff. During turn off period of the switch, there is still a significant
amount current flowing through FETs body diodes resulting in reverse recovery losses
which eventually cause high current spikes and noise resulting in device failure [1].
Within the switching cycle, LLC converter circuit operation can be categorized to
power delivery and freewheeling operation. In power mode operation, if the tank circuit is
excited with a positive input voltage and current would resonate in the positive direction.
At this phase, voltage across the coupled inductor is positive and difference of resonant
current and coupled current is reflected across rectifier which contributes power delivery
to load. Similarly, if the tank circuit is excited with a negative voltage, current would resonate in other direction (negative) and the voltage across magnetization current is negative
and magnetization current discharge and eventually power is delivered to load. Whereas,
freewheeling operation occurs when the resonant current is equal to transformer magnetization current. When the operating frequency of circuit is less than the resonant frequency,
transformer current on secondary windings would fall to zero. There is no current flowing across the full bridge rectifier which allows coupled inductor to enter the resonance
with resonant inductor and capacitor. The comparative study of frequency controlled LLC
resonant power converter is studied in this chapter. The FB LLC resonant tank gain characteristics are shown in figure 2.3. Based on the selection of components, the resonant
frequency range is calculated from equations 2.1 and 2.2 are calculated between 97.9 kHz
and 119.96 kHz. Using SIMPLIS, iterative simulations are done to determine the optimum
switching frequency to make circuit operation inductive. Based on simulations, the optimum switching frequency is determined as 104.3 kHz corresponding to the resonant tank
circuit.
The 150 W FB LLC converter is designed and waveforms are simulated using SIMPLIS.The frequency controlled converter specifications are • Input Voltage : 18 V
• Output Power : 150 W
18

• Switching frequency : 104.3 kHz

Figure 2.8: Schematic: LLC resonant converter using frequency modulation with a varying
frequency .
Resonant tank elements Cr , Lr and Lm are calculated and scaled accordingly based
on required quality factor Q, switching frequency fs and inductance ratio k. After iterative theoretical calculations, converter circuit is simulated with all practical values using
SIMPLIS software and simulation circuit is presented in figure 2.8. From circuit in figure
2.8, the converter circuit is a combination of two half bridge cascaded and output of the
switching circuit is fed to excite tank circuit. Each half bridge circuit is operated with a
phase shift of 180◦ . At different switching frequencies, the full bridge LLC converter’s
performance is analyzed and efficiencies are recorded. Table 2.1 shows RMS readings of
resonant current, magnetization current and coupled current.
To maintain the inductive region of operation, simulated circuit is operated above
resonant frequency. Waveforms of voltage and current of frequency modulated full bridge
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Table 2.1: Readings: RMS values of resonant current, magnetization and coupled current
in frequency controlled LLC resonant circuit.
Frequency
(kHz)

Resonant Current
(A)

Magnetization Current
(A)

Coupled Current
(A)

104.3

9.803

9.99

8.97

108

8.421

9.166

8.913

115

4.913

8.153

7.93

120

3.819

7.673

7.858

135

2.243

7.426

7.481

145

1.794

7.43

7.34

LLC converter operated at a frequency same and equal to resonant frequency shown is
given in figure 2.9 and figure 2.10 shows simulated waveforms of resonant tank current,
magnetization current and coupled current.

Figure 2.9: SIMPLIS plot: Voltage and current of frequency modulated LLC circuit at a
switching frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
Iterative simulations are performed to analyze the ZVS condition and performance
of the circuit. The voltage and current readings are recorded in a frequency range from
104.3 kHz - 140 kHz are given in figure 2.11, figure 2.13, figure 2.15, figure 2.17 and
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figure 2.19. Whereas, resonant tank current simulated waveforms are shown in figure 2.12,
figure 2.14, figure 2.16, figure 2.18 and figure 2.20. From simulations, it is observed that
as switching frequency (fs ) deviates away from the resonant frequency(fr ), there observed
a huge amount of power drop in the converter.
Over the decades, research has been expanded to investigate techniques to achieve
maximum power point in resonant power converters. In order to regulate the output voltage, the variable frequency control can be chosen. By adjusting switching frequency, the
impedance of the tank circuit is changed and the output voltage across the load is regulated [8]. In resonant converters, high current spikes are observed during the initial system

Figure 2.10: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of frequency
modulated LLC circuit at a switching frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
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Figure 2.11: SIMPLIS plot: Voltage and current of frequency modulated LLC circuit at a
switching frequency fs = 108 kHz.

Figure 2.12: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of frequency
modulated LLC circuit at a switching frequency fs = 108 kHz.
startup which creates a disturbance in load conditions. Different modulation techniques are
applied to LLC resonant tank to reduce the power losses and improve the power density and
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Figure 2.13: SIMPLIS plot: Voltage and current of frequency modulated LLC circuit at a
switching frequency fs = 110 kHz.

Figure 2.14: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of frequency
modulated LLC circuit at a switching frequency fs = 110 kHz.
addressing high EMI issues.To overcome the problems associated with variable switching
frequency, the converter can adopt the phase shift control by maintaining the switching
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Figure 2.15: SIMPLIS plot: Voltage and current of frequency modulated LLC circuit at a
switching frequency fs = 120 kHz.

Figure 2.16: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of frequency
modulated LLC circuit at a switching frequencyfs = 120 kHz.
frequency at a constant value and adjusting gain if needed by varying phase.
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Figure 2.17: SIMPLIS plot: Voltage and current of frequency modulated LLC circuit at a
switching frequency fs = 130 kHz.

Figure 2.18: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of frequency
modulated LLC circuit at a switching frequency fs = 130 kHz.
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Figure 2.19: SIMPLIS plot: Voltage and current of frequency modulated LLC circuit at a
switching frequency fs = 140 kHz.

Figure 2.20: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of frequency
modulated LLC circuit at a switching frequency fs = 140 kHz.
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Full-bridge LLC Converter Using Phase
Control
In the previous chapter, frequency modulated full bridge LLC resonant converter operation was studied. LLC resonant power converters are used to a great extent due to high
efficiency and opulent power density. This is mainly because of the circuit’s ability to
achieve ZVS condition on the primary switching circuit and ZCS condition on the secondary side rectifier network. When the converter circuit is operated at a fixed frequency
for all phases of operation, it is very hard to maintain the regulation due to parameter mismatch in the resonant circuit [13][18]. Due to the mismatch in resonant tank parameters,
quality factor changes along with impedance of tank circuit which eventually change gain
of the converter. Because of change in converter’s gain factor, a significant amount of
EMI is observed in the frequency modulated converter. The intuitive workaround to limit
drawbacks of frequency modulation is by implementing a phase shift control technique
to resonant converter topology. Using a phase control technique, it is possible to control the output power with respect to phase angle and EMI issues can be reduced eventually
[3][16][19].In this chapter, switching behavior of an LLC converter is analyzed using Phase
Shift Modulation (PSM). LLC tank circuit is integrated with conventional phase shift controlled full bridge switching network. To understand the LLC resonant stage analysis, the
full-bridge switching circuit is integrated on the primary side of LLC tank circuit and full-
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bridge rectifier bridge is integrated on secondary side of the resonant circuit [18]. Phase
control topology allows power switches in the switching network to transition with ZVS
conditions resulting in minimal switching losses and high efficiencies. This topology is
also expected to deliver a wider range of soft-switching by maintaining the maximum duty
cycle and minimizing circulating current in the resonant network.

3.1

Resonant Stage Analysis

Using LLC converters, optimum soft-switching conditions can be achieved, thus minimizing the switching losses and decreasing the EMI issues. The phase shift controlled
topology is based on the full-bridge switching network. The behavior of the LLC converter is analyzed at different phase angles. Variable frequency modulated circuit results
in generating a large amount of harmonics which may cause high EMI. To overcome the
disadvantages, phase shift control is adopted to full bridge LLC circuit and operated at a
constant frequency[12] [16][17]. The comparative study of phase controlled LLC resonant converter is studied in this chapter. The gain characteristics of phase controlled LLC
resonant tank gain characteristics is shown in figure 3.3. The 150 W FB LLC converter
is designed and waveforms are simulated using SIMPLIS software. The PSM controlled
converter specifications are • Input Voltage : 18 V
• Output Power : 150 W
• Switching frequency : 104.3 kHz

3.1.1

Circuit Operation

In order to utilize the ability of LLC converter to achieve high efficiency, ZVS and ZCS features, the full bridge switching circuit is selected on a primary side of LLC tank. The LLC
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resonant converter shown in figure 3.1 is operated with Phase Shift Modulation (PSM).
PSM full bridge switching circuit is represented by MOSFET Q1 , Q2 , Q3 and Q4 where,
high side input gates are represented by Q1 on passive leg , Q3 on active leg. Whereas,
low side input gates are represented Q2 on passive leg and Q4 on active leg. Q1 and Q2 are
operated with a complimentary phase of 180◦ at a duty cycle of 50 %. Similarly, Q3 and
Q4 are operated with a complimentary phase of 180◦ with a duty cycle of 50 %. Active leg
gates Q3 and Q4 are operated with a phase shift of θ◦ with respect to passive leg gates Q1
and Q2 . Based on phase shift angle (θ◦ ), the voltage across diagonal points is varied which
determines the amount of energy generated in resonant tank circuit and energy transferred
to a secondary side of the isolated transformer. D1 , D2 , D3 and D4 provides the rectification on secondary side and Co acts as the output filter. The switching waveforms phase
controlled LLC tank circuit operated at a resonant frequency are shown in figure 3.2 [11]
[16] [12] [17].

Figure 3.1: LLC resonant converter using phase shift control with a varying phase θ.
From the previous chapter, it is evident that frequency modulated LLC converter exhibits high amounts of circulating current and magnetization current which impacts the
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Figure 3.2: Switching waveforms of phase modulated LLC converter operated at a resonance.
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output power thus resulting in poor efficiency. With a phase modulation technique, it is
required to maintain the same switching frequency for all LLC stages to establish a current
ripple cancellation [10]. PSM topology is expected to solve the high current problem and
to deliver maximum efficiency. Due to differences in component tolerance from phase to
phase, LLC circuit exhibits different voltage gain for different phase ranges. Hence, there
will be a significant variation in output current and voltage with respect to phase. The phase
shift between the passive leg and active leg decides the transfer energy from input to load.
For a better understanding of phase modulation technique, to achieve great efficiency, the
circuit is operated at different phases and behavior of switching currents is recorded. The
intuitive gain plot of PSM driven LLC converter is shown in figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Gain plot of phase modulated LLC converter with a varying phase.
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In PSM driven LLC converter, the phase is changed to modulate the gain by maintaining a fixed frequency. The ac equivalent circuit LLC tank circuit with reference to 3.1 is
shown in figure 2.7. Voltage regulation can be easily achieved in phase modulation at all
individual LLC stages because of maintaining constant switching frequency at all phases.
With the proposed PSM driven LLC converter, efficiency is expected to be greater than
90 % for all load conditions [2] [6]. Peak efficiency is expected to be greater than 95 %.
Simulations are performed using SIMPLIS software to understand the behavior of PSM
circuit with varying phases shift angle.
ZVS condition for the circuit shown in figure 3.1 is revealed by examining the states
clearly. Phase Shift Modulated LLC converters are expected to show high power and
greater efficiency for all types of transformers because full bridge circuit delivers power
during both switching cycles which reduce transformer core losses and minimizes the current and voltage stresses. Parasitic elements have been included in the proposed topology
to derive the lossless switching transitions for all external power MOSFET [2] [5].
Based on the simulation of the circuit in figure 3.1, gate signals of the converter at
different phases are shown in figure 3.4. As mentioned in the above section, gates Q1 and
Q2 are operated complimentary and Q3 and Q4 are operated complimentary. By maintaining the same duty cycle, active leg switches Q3 and Q4 are varied with a phase lag (θ◦ )
with respect to passive leg switches Q1 and Q2 . Using fundamental harmonic approximation(FHA), the voltage gain of phase controlled LLC power converter can be calculated.
Using SIMPLIS software, the key waveforms of the LLC tank circuit are captured and
shown in figure 3.5.
At a given switching frequency, circuit operation at a phase θ = 180◦ can be referred as
a frequency modulation. Initially, the circuit is operated at a selected switching frequency at
phase 180◦ . Lower gate voltage pulses are phase-shifted by 180◦ . When the passive gates
Q1 goes HIGH, Q2 goes LOW to avoid cross conduction (with a dead-time of 100 ns).
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(a) Gate signals at θ = 0◦

(b) Gate signals at θ = 90◦

(c) Gate signal at θ = 180◦

Figure 3.4: Gate signals of a switching circuit at a phase θ = 0◦ , 90◦ and 180◦ .
Similarly, when Q3 goes HIGH, Q4 goes LOW. But, for maximum power corresponding
to 180◦ , whenever Q2 is HIGH then Q4 is LOW which corresponds to Q3 being HIGH.
So full power transfer occurs between switches corresponding to Q2 and Q3 followed by
full transfer from Q1 to Q4 . During this transition, the operation is very similar to the
frequency modulated LLC converter circuit. When Q1 and Q4 are ON, circulating current
across resonant tank would flow through corresponding switches. When Q4 is OFF, the
direction of the tank circulating current would be diverted to flow through a body diode
of Q3 and eventually Q3 turns ON through ZVS condition. During this time, both Q1 and
Q3 are HIGH, voltage across resonant tank is observed to be zero and eventually, all the
energy from the primary side of the transformer is transferred to the secondary side [20].
At a given phase θ = 180◦ , current waveforms of the resonant tank circuit with respect to
gate input are shown in fig 3.6. From fig 3.6, it can be observed that ZVS condition occurs
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(a) tank input at a phase θ = 30◦

(b) LLC tank input at a phase θ = 60◦

(c) LLC tank input at a phase θ = 90◦

(d) LLC tank input at a phase θ = 120◦

(e) LLC tank input at a phase θ = 150◦

(f) LLC tank input at a phase θ = 180◦

Figure 3.5: SIMPLIS plot: LLC tank input w.r.t gate drive signal at a varying phase.

exactly at the center of HIGH and LOW pulses. At this phase (θ = 180◦ ), entire input
load is transferred to the transformer and maximum power is observed in output rectifier
circuit.To understand the phase shift modulated circuit at different phase angles, active leg
is operated with varying phase θ at 30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ and 150◦ and, energy delivered to
the secondary side is calculated.
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Figure 3.6: SIMPLIS plot: Magnetization, coupled and resonant current of phase controlled
LLC converter at a phase θ = 180◦ and frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
Based on figure 3.5, to achieve maximum power and efficiency in phase shift control
technique, phase shift angle is varied. Based on the change in phase angle θ, the voltage
across tank circuit varies. Initially, the circuit is operated at a phase of θ = 0◦ at a given
fixed frequency. At this operating point, the voltage across resonant tank is observed to be
0 V. Volt-seconds applied at resonance tank proportionally increases upon increasing the
phase (θ) which impacts energy delivered to load [20]. Similarly, at a phase of θ = 90◦ ,
when Q4 is LOW and Q2 is maintained HIGH only half the time. At this operating point,
voltage across resonant tank is available only half the time and power delivered to load
would also be half of the full load power.
Based on the selection of components, the resonant frequency range is calculated from
equations 3.1 and 3.2 is calculated between 97.9 kHz and 119.96 kHz. Using SIMPLIS,
iterative simulations are done to determine the optimum switching frequency to make a
circuit operation inductive. Based on simulations, the optimum switching frequency is de-
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Figure 3.7: SIMPLIS plot: Magnetization, coupled and resonant current of phase controlled
LLC converter at a phase θ = 30◦ and frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.

termined as 104.3 kHz corresponding to the resonant tank circuit. For simplicity of circuit
operation, load resistance is chosen at 10 Ω and simulations are performed. From SIMPLIS
simulations, current waveforms of the resonant tank at phase angles θ = 30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦
and 150◦ are shown in figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11.
1
1
√
=
= 119.96 kHz
−6
2π ∗ 16 ∗ 10 ∗ 110 ∗ 10−9
2π Lr .Cr

(3.1)

1
1
p
=
= 97.9 kHz
−6
2π ∗ 24 ∗ 10 ∗ 110 ∗ 10−9
2π (Lr + Lm ).Cr

(3.2)

frH =
frL =

RMS readings of current across the tank circuit is given in table 3.1.From simulation
results, PSM LLC converter records overall circuit efficiencies higher than 90% for all load
conditions and peak efficiency is greater than 97%. It is also observed from simulations
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Figure 3.8: SIMPLIS plot: Magnetization, coupled and resonant current phase controlled
LLC converter at a phase θ = 60◦ and frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.

Figure 3.9: SIMPLIS plot: Magnetization, coupled and resonant current of phase controlled
LLC converter at a phase θ = 90◦ and frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
that, current behavior among resonant components varies with phase. Phase angle determines the behavior of magnetization and coupled current in tank circuit which contributes
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Figure 3.10: SIMPLIS plot: Magnetization, coupled and resonant current of phase controlled LLC converter at a phase θ = 120◦ and frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.

Figure 3.11: SIMPLIS plot: Magnetization, coupled and resonant current of phase controlled LLC converter at a phase θ = 150◦ and frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
in transferring power to load.
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Table 3.1: Readings: RMS values of resonant current, magnetization and coupled current
in phase controlled LLC resonant circuit.

3.2

Phase
(Degrees)

Resonant Current
(A)

Magnetization Current
(A)

Coupled Current
(A)

180

9.803

9.99

8.97

150

9.26

9.702

8.701

120

7.993

9.227

8.355

90

6.147

8.6

7.93

60

4.311

8.049

7.621

30

2.172

7.604

7.436

First Harmonic Approximated Analysis

Due to the complexity of designing an accurate model to demonstrate converter’s operation
at various operating conditions, most common simplified calculation method can be chosen to understand the behavior of a converter like the first harmonic approximation (FHA)
analysis. FHA analysis is more suitable for fixed frequency operating conditions and generally operating frequency is approximately equal to the resonant frequency. By choosing an
operating frequency equivalent to a resonant frequency, resonant tank, filters higher order
harmonics thus allowing to use fundamental component to analyze the system condition.
From [21], its understood that FHA is the most suitable method for fixed frequency operations to get accurate analysis by minimizing errors. Based on FHA analysis, it is possible
to understand converter’s behavior and understanding ZVS operating regions [21].
Using FHA analysis, the voltage gain of LLC power converter can be calculated and
converter components like transformer size, resonant, switching and filter network components can be adjusted to achieve optimum efficiency. Based on the fact that FHA operating
frequency is approximately equal to the resonant frequency, all higher order harmonics are
filtered by tank circuit. This allows fundamental harmonics to be used and this helps to
better understand the ZVS condition of a circuit. FHA analysis is done by comparing the
relative error of maximum output voltage and current values to the values obtained through
simulations. To determine the accuracy of a coherent model, the FHA analysis readings are
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compared with readings from simulations. Hence, it is possible to compare the accuracy
of theoretical readings to simulated results. By taking the proposed PSM LLC converter
into account, the circuit uses a full bridge switching network which takes DC input voltage
and generates a square voltage to the resonant tank circuit. Resonant tank voltage which is
a square wave maintains the average value of 0 and Vin . Using first harmonic approximation, all the harmonics are filtered out except fundamental harmonic component which is
accounted to analyze the system’s performance [16]. Based on FHA analysis, the voltage
across resonant tank input in terms of frequency is given by equation 3.3

Vin−ac = Vin +

4Vin X 1
sin(nωt)
π n=1,3,5 n

(3.3)

Figure 3.12: FHA simplified LLC resonant circuit.
Full bridge LLC resonant power converter shown in figure 3.1 consists of 5 segments
namely full bridge switching network, LLC resonant tank, transformer, full bridge rectifier
circuit and output filter capacitor. Full bridge switching circuit generates a square wave
which acts as an input source to resonant tank. Magnetizing inductance Lm acts as a shunt
inductor which is relatively small and contributes in generating a considerable amount of
magnetization current Im which circulates on the primary side without involving in power
delivery. The transformer’s primary current is the sum of magnetization current Im and cou40

pled current which contributes power transfer to load. The resonant tank contains resonant
capacitor, resonant inductance Lr and magnetizing inductance Lm on a primary side of the
transformer. Even though input across LLC resonant tank is a square pulse, tank circuit allows sinusoidal current which actually lags the voltage applied across resonant tank which
indeed represents inductive operation and can be referred as a fundamental component of
the input voltage applied (Vin ) across full-bridge switching network. This allows the switch
to turn on with ZVS conditions allowing current to flow through a body diode of MOSFET.
By FHA analysis, first fundamental component of resonant tank input voltage is considered
to calculate the gain of a converter. Full bridge rectifier network on secondary side acts as
a transformer impedance circuit so, equivalent resistance would differ as compared to the
actual load resistance. Based on FHA model circuit from figure 3.12, effective resistance
on the primary side of transformer is given by equation 3.4 [7][6][14] [13] [12][17] . The
average current reflected on the primary side of tank circuit is represented by Iac and is
given by

Rac =

8n2
RL
π2

Iac = πIo sin(ωt)

(3.4)

(3.5)

The fundamental harmonic component is given by equation 3.6

Vin−F HA =

4Vin
sin(nωt)
π

(3.6)

where ω is given as,
ω = 2πfs

(3.7)

n is number of turns of a transformer. Zin−ac and Zout−ac are input and output
impedances of the resonant tank circuit and are given by
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Zin−ac =

Rac jwLm
1
+ jwLr +
jwCr
jwLm + Rac

(3.8)

jwLm Rac
jwLm + Rac

(3.9)

Zout−ac =

From AC equivalent circuit shown in figure 3.12, circuit voltage gain is given by

M=

|Zout−ac |
|Zin−ac |

(3.10)

At a normalized frequency, the conductance and transconductance (gm ) of the FHA
model circuit are given in equation

Gm =

1

(3.11)

Zin−ac

gm = M

1
Rac

(3.12)

Table 3.2: Readings: Comparison of LLC tank voltage with FHA analysis.
Phase
(Degree)

Duty Cycle

sin(πD)

Tank Voltage (V )
Theoretical
Simulation

30

0.083

0.257

5.908

6.726

0.818

60

0.16

0.4813

11.04

9.74

1.297

90

0.25

0.707

16.205

11.99

4.214

120

0.3

0.809

18.54

13.877

4.664

150

0.416

0.965

22.11

15.741

6.369

180

0.5

1

22.918

17.645

5.273
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Error (V )
(∆)

Design and Analysis of LLC Converter
Based on analysis of proposed PSM LLC circuit, step by step design procedure of LLC
resonant converter is done in this chapter. Schematic of LLC converter for simulations
is shown in figure 4.1. For simplicity of circuit analysis, a fixed load is chosen. The load
resistance is selected at 10 Ω through all phases and output voltage is measured accordingly
in using SIMPLIS simulator. Converter components are selected based on specified target
output power.
Table 4.1: Design specifications of LLC Converter
Input voltage

Vin = 18 V

Output power

Pout = 150 W

Switching frequency

fs = 104.3 kHz

Resonant capacitor

Cr = 110 nF

Leakage inductance

Lr = 16 uH

Magnetization inductance

Lm = 8 uH

Load resistance

RL = 10 Ω

Transformer inductance

Ls = 100 mH, Lp = 100 mH

Transformer turns ratio

Np :Ns = 1 : 1

Based on the selection of components, the maximum resonant frequency of LLC tank
is calculated by,

frH =

1
1
√
=
= 119.96 kHz
2 ∗ π ∗ 16 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 110 ∗ 10−9
2π Lr Cr
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(4.1)

Figure 4.1: Schematic: LLC resonant power converter using phase modulation with a varying phase θ and switching frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
The minimum resonant frequency of LLC tank is calculated by,

frL =

1
1
p
=
= 97.9 kHz
2 ∗ π ∗ 24 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 110 ∗ 10−9
2π (Lr + Lm )Cr

(4.2)

Assume converter’s overall efficiency as η = 95 %, the input power of a converter is
calculated by
Pin =

Pout
150
=
= 157.89
η
0.95

(4.3)

Transformer can be selected ideal or non-ideal based on topology requirements. The
turns ratio of the tank circuit is given by 4.4. Ideal transformer is chosen with a turns ratio
n=1.
n=

Np
Ns
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(4.4)

Input impedance of LLC tank circuit is given by

Zin =

1
Rac jwL2
+ jwLr +
jwCr
Rac + jwL2

(4.5)

LLC tank exhibits a minimum voltage gain at a minimal output voltage and maximum
input voltage level. Whereas maximum voltage gain is obtained at a maximum output
voltage and minimum input voltage level. The equations are given in equation

4.1

Circuit Analysis

The dead-time of a switching circuit is set to 100 ns. Ideal transformer is chosen with a
turns ratio to 1:1. The simulated readings of voltage and current of LLC circuit driven by
phase shift modulation technique is given in table 4.2. The waveforms of current and voltage of PSM LLC converter at phase angles 30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ and 180◦ are shown
in figures 4.7, 4.6, 4.5, 4.4, 4.3, 4.2. The simulated readings of voltage and current of LLC
circuit driven by frequency modulation technique is tabulated in table 4.3. Input power,
output power and efficiency recordings of the frequency controlled circuit is shown in table
4.5. Whereas, table 4.4 shows the input power, output power and efficiency of a phase shift
controlled LLC converter.

Table 4.2: Readings: output voltage and current in a phase controlled LLC converter.
Phase
(Degree)

Input current
(A)

Output current
(A)

Output Voltage
(V)

180

8.819

3.8807

38.807

150

7.909

3.697

36.972

120

5.95

32.309

32.309

90

3.67

225.329

25.329

60

1.773

17.489

17.489

30

0.435

0.8474

8.474
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Figure 4.2: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of phase controlled LLC converter
at a phase θ = 180◦ and a frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.

Table 4.3: Readings: output voltage and current in frequency controlled LLC converter.
Frequency
(kHz)

Input current
(A)

Output Current
(A)

Output Voltage
(V)

104.3

8.819

3.8807

38.807

108

6.98

3.378

33.78

115

2.86

2.155

21.55

120

1.89

1.694

16.947

135

0.754

1.0605

10.605

145

0.542

0.8721

8.721
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Figure 4.3: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of phase controlled LLC converter
at a phase θ = 150◦ and a frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.

Figure 4.4: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of phase controlled LLC converter
at a phase θ = 120◦ and a frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
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Figure 4.5: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of a phase controlled LLC converter
at a phase θ = 90◦ and a frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.

Figure 4.6: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of phase controlled LLC converter
at a phase θ = 60◦ and a frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.
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Figure 4.7: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of phase controlled LLC converter
at a phase θ = 30◦ and a frequency fs = 104.3 kHz.

Table 4.4: Readings: Power and efficiency in phase controlled LLC converter.
Phase
(Degree)

Input Power
(W)

Output Power
(W)

Efficiency
(%)

180

158.742

150.6

94.87

150

142.362

136.69

96.012

120

107.1

104.4

97.47

90

66.06

64.158

97.121

60

31.914

30.588

95.845

30

7.83

7.177

91.66

Table 4.5: Readings: Power and efficiency in frequency controlled LLC converter.
Frequency
(kHz)

Input Power
(W)

Output Power
(W)

Efficiency
(%)

104.1

158.742

150.6

94.87

108

125.64

114.108

90.82

115

51.48

46.44

90.210

120

34.02

28.72

84.42

135

13.572

11.246

82.86

145

9.756

7.605

77.96
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Loss analysis of LLC Converter using
frequency and phase control
Since LLC topology is very popular in all resonant power converters due to their ability to
achieve soft switching from full load to light load conditions. By designing the LLC resonant converters optimally, parasitic components across circuit can enact as a resonant tank
which reduces the overall volume of additional power components [16]. From literature
studies of LLC type converter, operating a power converter at high switching frequencies
can reduce the size of the resonant tank’s components. However, efficiency is compromised
at high frequencies due to a high amount of switching losses. In order to maintain inductive
operation and reduce switching losses, switching frequency has to be greater than resonant
frequency and switching circuit has to be operated with ZVS condition. When switching
frequency is selected below the resonant frequency, the impedance of tank circuit resembles
capacitive load thus letting power switches to operate under ZCS condition [29]. Operating
a converter in capacitive region results in a large amount of current spikes which eventually
generate more power losses [16][19][28][29].
With an optimal selection of parasitic and resonant tank components Lr , Cr and Lm ,
losses across converter can be estimated intuitively. Based on load condition and operating
switching frequency, it is very difficult to estimate conduction losses in a converter. In this
chapter, full bridge LLC converter is operated based on both frequency modulation and
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phase modulation techniques. Using SIMPLIS, an LLC resonant converter is simulated to
calculate power losses in both PSM and FM typologies and results are compared. Firstly,
losses in any power converter can be categorized as conduction and switching losses during switching transitions. In the detailed understanding of conduction losses and switching
losses during MOSFET turn-on and turn-off transitions are studies later. In order to maintain circuit inductive, the switching frequency is chosen above resonance (greater resonant
frequency) and loss equations are given and calculated based on inductive operation [28].
In this chapter, the design specifications of a 66 W converter is chosen as a baseline to
analyze converter losses and efficiency.

5.1

Conduction Losses

Conduction losses can be analyzed based on current behavior in power components. Conduction losses is a combination of losses in all power components in a switching circuit.
Conduction loss across switches occur when switches are turned ON and there is current
actually flowing through the switch. Power loss across switch can be given by multiplying
voltage during ON state and the current flowing through switch. The overall power loss
can be given by adding loss across all switches.
The RMS currents across resonant inductor Lr , magnetization inductor Lm are given
by equations 5.1 and 5.2

s
iLr−RM S =

I
√r
2

2
+ i2Lm−RM S

s 
2

2
1 π · Io
1
n · vo
+
=
8
n
48 fs · Lm

1
n · Vo T
iLm−RM S = √ · (
· )
Lm
4
3
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(5.1)

(5.2)

The RMS current across rectifier circuit is given by equations 5.3 and 5.4

iD1 (t) = iD3 (t) = n · Ip · sin(2πfr t)

0≤t<

T
2

(5.3)

iD2 (t) = iD4 (t) = n · IP · sin(2πfr t)

T
≤t<T
2

(5.4)

The average and RMS values of current across diodes D1 , D2 , D3 and D4 are equal
and is given by

Io
.
4

The current across output filter capacitor is given by and RMS current

is given by 5.6

iC (t) = n · IP · sin(2πfr t) − Io

r
Io ·

0≤t≤

T
2

(5.5)

π2
−1
8

(5.6)

The total conduction loss across the rectifier circuit is

PDiode

5.1.1

1 Po
=4·( ·
· VF + i2D−RM S · Rd )
2 Vo



π 2 fr rF
VF
·
+
·
Vo
8 fs RL


· Po

(5.7)

Transformer Losses

Conduction loss of transformer can be given by the sum of conduction loss on primary and
conduction loss on transformer secondary. Total conduction loss across transformer given
in equation 5.8 is given by adding losses on both primary and secondary side.


PXF = 

1
48



Vo2

n·
fs Lm

2


+

π
8

Io
·
n

s

fr
fs

!2
− Io ·
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Vo
2Lm







1
1 
−
· 2RDS(on) (5.8)
fs fr

5.2

Switching Losses

Full bridge switching circuit is chosen on a primary side of LLC tank circuit thus, switches
are transitioned to a turn-on state with a zero voltage switching condition. Since switches
operate with ZVS condition, turn-on losses across power switch are negligible. However,
due to conduction of body diodes, switches still exhibit turn-off losses. These losses eventually accounted as a major limitation to achieve optimal efficiency. To drive the switching
circuit MOSFETs, gate to source capacitor Cgs needs to be charged and discharged accordingly. The MOSFETs driving losses occur due to charging and discharging of gate
to source capacitor Cgs [16] [28]. The overall power loss can be calculated by summing
MOSFET driving losses, turn-off losses and core losses across transformer [16].
The driving loss across a switch is given by
1
Pd = ( · Cgs · Vgs2 ) · fs
2

(5.9)

Full bridge switching circuit consists of four power switches and driving loss across the
switching circuit could be given as
1
Pd = 4 · ( · Cgs · Vgs2 ) · fs
2

(5.10)

When the switch is fully turned-on, MOSFET body diode would be reverse biased and
voltage across the body diode, nearly 0 V. The loss across body diode in full bridge circuit
is given by 5.11
Pdd = 4 · VF ·

n · Vo 1 1
· ( · − tdis ) · tcond · fs
Lm
4 fs

(5.11)

tcond is body diode conduction time, VF is forward voltage of body diode and tdis
is the discharge time of Cds which is almost equal to circuit dead-time. Turn-off losses
are calculated with an assumption that peak current across is equal to the peak value of
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magnetization current during turn-off time. Voltage and current equations across switch
during turn-off period are given in
(Vin − Vds(on) )
·t
tdis

vds = Vds(on) +

(5.12)

The current across magnetization current is given by equation

ids =

1
t
n · Vo
·
· (1 −
)
Lm 4 · fs
tdis

(5.13)

The power loss across MOSFET during turn-off transition is given by
tdis

Z

Vds(t) · ids(t) · dt

Pof f = 4 · fs ·

(5.14)

0

Upon simplification, power loss during the turn-off transition of a switch is independent of switching frequency and relation between current and switching frequency fs is
inversely proportional.

5.2.1

Transformer Losses

Transformer core losses are calculated by area of B-H curve. The core loss of transformer
is in proportion to the area of B-H curve. Power loss across transformer core is given by

n
Pcore = Kh · fsm · Bac
· Mcore

(5.15)

where Mcore is mass of ferrite core, Kh , n and m are transformer core coefficients.
Based on switching frequency range 100 kHz < fs < 120kHz, the coefficients are given
as Kh = 4.316 ∗ 10−5 ,n = 2.28 and m = 1.84.
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5.3

Power Loss Analysis

Loss analysis of full bridge LLC converter is done based on SIMPLIS simulations. The
converter with a target output power 66 W is chosen as a base reference to analyze circuit
behavior. The waveforms of a output voltage and output current of LLC power converter
using frequency control is shown in figure 5.1. Whereas output waveforms of current and
voltage using phase control is shown in figure 5.2. The waveforms of currents across the
resonant tank in both frequency and phase controlled techniques are given at a later point.
From simulation readings, loss comparison of LLC converter using frequency and phase
control is tabulated in table 5.1. The LLC tank behavior is analyzed for both frequency and
phase control technique and waveforms of tank currents are recorded. The resonant current,
coupled current and magnetization current of frequency controlled LLC tank operating
at a switching frequency fs = 112 kHz is shown in 5.3. And, phase control technique

Figure 5.1: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of frequency controlled LLC converter at a frequency fs = 112 kHz, θ = 180◦ and, PO = 66 W.
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waveforms are in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.2: SIMPLIS plot: Output voltage and current of phase controlled LLC converter
at a phase θ = 91.5◦ , fs = 104.3 kHz and PO = 66 W.
From table 5.1, it is evident that LLC converter with frequency controlled technique
exhibit more amount of internal losses compared to phase controlled technique. Comparison plot of output power with varying phase and varying frequency is shown in figure 5.5.
In frequency controlled LLC converter, high amount conduction losses are observed which
eventually summed to a large amount of power losses across the circuit. Whereas, in phase
controlled converter, the overall power loss across the circuit is comparatively lower than
frequency controlled. The total power loss of frequency controlled topology is approximately 4.2 W and for phase controlled topology is approximately 2 W. From overall power
loss of converter with respect to input power, the variable frequency driven converter exhibits overall circuit efficiency of 92.4% and phase driven topology exhibit overall circuit
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Figure 5.3: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of frequency controlled LLC circuit at a fs = 112 kHz, θ = 180◦ and, PO = 66 W.

efficiency of 97.15%. For LLC converter with frequency and modulation, efficiency comparison with respect to output power and magnetization current is shown in figure 5.6 and
5.7. And, comparison of resonant current, coupled current and magnetization current with
respect to output power are plotted in figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10.
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Figure 5.4: SIMPLIS plot: Coupled, magnetization and resonant current of phase controlled LLC converter at a phase θ = 91.5◦ , fs = 104.3 kHz and PO = 66 W.

Table 5.1: Readings: Loss comparison of the LLC converter using frequency and phase
control.
Parameter

Frequency control

Phase control

Input voltage (V )

18

18

Input Current (A)

3.97

3.77

Switching frequency
(Hz)
Active leg phase (◦ )

112k

104.3k

180

91.5

Output Voltage (V )

25.695

25.699

Output Current (A)

2.569

2.569

Input Power (W )

71.46

67.98

Output Power (W )

66

66

Efficiency (%)

92.37

97.14

Conduction loss (W )

3.546

1.813

Driving loss (W )

0.028

0.0132

Turn-off loss (W )

0.558

0.506

Total power loss (W )

4.132

1.958
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(a) With a varying phase (θ)

(b) With a varying frequency (fs ).

Figure 5.5: Graph: Comparison of output power (PO ) with a varying phase and frequency.
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Figure 5.6: Graph: Comparison of efficiency (η) as a function of output power (PO ) using
frequency and phase control technique.
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Figure 5.7: Graph: Comparison of efficiency (η) as a function of magnetization current
(Im ) using frequency and phase control technique.
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Figure 5.8: Graph: Comparison of resonant current(Ir ) as a function of output power(PO )
using frequency and phase control technique.
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Figure 5.9: Graph: Comparison of coupled current as a function of output power (PO )
using frequency and phase control technique.
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Figure 5.10: Graph: Comparison of magnetization current (Im ) as a function of output
power(PO ) using frequency and phase control technique.
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Conclusion

6.1

Summary

Comprehensive analysis of full bridge LLC converter with both frequency and phase modulation is performed. A systematic study of analysis and characteristics of a PSM LLC
resonant converter by comparing with conventional FM LLC converter is done. FM LLC
and PSM LLC modulation techniques are compared in terms of resonant current, output
power( at full load condition and lighter loads) and efficiency. The results are compared
and verified by MATLAB and SIMPLIS simulations by comparing with theoretical evaluation.

6.2

Analysis

In PSM LLC topology, it can be clearly understood, ZVS condition is achieved over a
range at both light load and full load conditions which maintains consistent transition process from primary switches. This is mainly due to a maximum amount of current flow in
leakage inductor which is utilized by the rectifier circuit. Based on SIMPLIS results for
both FMFB LLC topology and PSM-LLC topology, it is evident that PSM LLC topology
is very efficient at both full load and light loads compared to FM driven topology. This
is due to consistent RMS current across leakage inductor. Using MATLAB, the voltage
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gain of LLC circuit with the help of FM and PSM techniques is calculated and the resonant frequency of the network with the resistive load fixed at 10 Ω is known. For FM-LLC
topology, switching frequency is altered by maintaining fixed resonant frequency, to regulate the voltage gain and change the output voltage, keeping load resistor fixed at 10 Ω
for simplicity. If we decide to regulate the output voltage with an active feedback loop, it
would have added complexity to the topology and resonant frequency would keep changing
with a load. Whereas in PSMFB LLC topology switching frequency is maintained constant
and phase is altered to change the voltage gain. Unlike the FM technique, PSM technique
would generate different voltage gain at a fixed switching frequency at different phases and
it leads to higher efficiency at light loads as demonstrated by the simulations. From Chapter
3, it can be observed that PSM LLC circuit voltage gain varies with phase.

6.3

Comparison of Frequency and Phase Modulation in
LLC converter

For frequency modulated topology, LLC converter’s full load efficiency is observed as
94.86 % and lighter load efficiency is observed as 82.86 %. Whereas for phase controlled
topology, the converter’s full load efficiency is recorded as 94.86 %, light load efficiency
as 91.66 % and maximum peak efficiency is observed as 97.47 %. Based on the simulation
results, maximum efficiency of FM LLC topology can be easily achieved at 60◦ phase using
PSM LLC topology. PSMFB LLC topology has more controlled leakage current, magnetization current and resonant current which plays a major role in controlling the conducting
losses in resonant tank circuit which makes it possible to show superior behavior compared
to conventional FMFB LLC converter. As we know, the efficiency of LLC resonant converter degrades for a wider range of voltage gain during the design process, PSMFB LLC
is expected to deliver optimum method of power control for LLC converter in which ma-
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jor drawbacks of LLC topology are addressed, namely wide frequency range, subsequent
electromagnetic compatibility issues and poor efficiency at light loads.

6.4

Future Scope

Based on simulation results, PSM LLC topology exhibits controlled voltage and current
stress thus, minimizing EMI and power losses which could be beneficial to Wireless Power
Transfer (WPT) technology. The Scope has been extended to implement active feedback
loop and study stability of PSM controlled circuit behavior for wide load conditions. And,
line regulation characteristics can also be analyzed as a part of the future scope.
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